
Ideally try and have the same colour and type of hangers. If you don’t have matching
hangers, try and have the same types of hanger with the different groups of clothes.
(see point 4).
If your hangers are the ones from the shop, remove the size labels (if you can) they will
instantly look better.  
Hang all of your clothes the same way round on your hangers and then hang all of your
hangers the same way round so everything faces the same way in your wardrobe. 
Group all of your clothes together – ideally by type (trousers, jumpers, vest tops etc)
and then organise by colour (whites together, black together etc).
Be organised with your clothes maintenance. I keep a box near to my wardrobe which
contains a lint roller, scissors, snag puller, fabric shaver for those pesky bobbles and a
roll of body tape.
If you have space, designate somewhere for your accessories. Place belts, scarves and
bags so you can clearly see them – group again by type and colour so you can quickly
put your outfits together. 
Have a designated place where you can put your outfits together. Ideally this would be a
pull out rail, but a hook on the back of your bedroom door works too if you’re short on
space. Organising your outfits the night before can save you precious time in the
morning. 
Draw organisers will become your best friend, especially if you’re busy. Having your
underwear categorised by type and then organised by colour really is a game changer. 
Fold your jeans if you can. They take up way too much room in your wardrobe and they  
wear perfectly fine for not being hung.
Edit your wardrobe regularly. We are all guilty of having way too many clothes and not
wearing most of them. I recommend editing at least twice a year – edit summer clothes
in winter and winter in the summer.    
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